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**Scope and Content**
The materials in FOIA 2013-0362-S [4] are the documents maintained by the National Security Affairs Office as Meetings Files. These records consist of correspondences, lists, printed material, remarks, reports, and schedules related to VP Quayle's meetings with foreign leaders, foreign and US ambassadors, church leaders, congressmen, domestic business leaders, and domestic organizations. The records are organized chronologically.

The correspondence, lists, reports, and schedules arrange administrative details and provide background information for VP Quayle's meetings and other events. The printed material include published interviews with VP Quayle, pamphlets and articles published by organizations VP Quayle met with, and newspaper clippings regarding current foreign events pertinent to VP Quayle's meetings. The remarks contain speeches, statements, and toasts by President Bush and VP Quayle, as well as comments by other administration officials and foreign diplomatic leaders at various meetings, conferences, dinners, and press briefings.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2013-0362-S [4].

**Quayle Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files**
National Security Affairs Office
Meetings Files
[1989 Meetings]
  - 1989 VP Meeting/Event – Memos, Re: Lunch with the President [OA/ID 27026]
  - 1/26-27/89 VP Meetings [OA/ID 27026]
  - 1/27/89 VP Meeting/Event – Jeane Kirkpatrick and Jose Sorzano [OA/ID 27026]
  - 1/30/89 VP Meeting/Event – Secretary James Baker [OA/ID 27026]
  - 1/30/89 VP Meeting/Event – Drug Briefing [OA/ID 27026]
  - 1/31/89 VP Meeting/Event – Secretary James Baker [OA/ID 27026]

2013-0362-S [4]
1/31/89 VP Meeting/Event – Somali PM Mohamed Ali Samantar [OA/ID 27026]
2/8/89 VP Meeting/Event – Amb-des to UK Henry E. Catto [OA/ID 27026]
2/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – Argentine FM Dante Caputo [OA/ID 27026]
2/16/89 VP Meeting/Event – Paul Wolfowitz [OA/ID 27026]
2/22/89 VP Meeting/Event – Meeting with Ambassador Laurence W. Lane, Jr. (Australia), 10:00 a.m., OEOB [OA/ID 27026]
2/23/89 VP Meeting/Event – Saudi Oil Minister Hisham Nazir [OA/ID 27026]
2/23/89 VP Meeting/Event – James Robinson, American Express [OA/ID 27026]
2/24/89 VP Meeting/Event – Jorge Mas, Cuban-American Foundation [OA/ID 27026]
2/27/89 VP Meeting/Event – Elliott Richardson, Chairman UN Association of America [OA/ID 27026]
3/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Guatemalan President Vinicio Cerezo [OA/ID 27026]
3/3/89 VP Meeting/Event – Amb Jack Matlock [OA/ID 27026]
3/3/89 VP Meeting/Event – LTG (Ret) Bill Odom [OA/ID 27026]
3/3/89 VP Meeting/Event – Attorney General Dick Thornburgh [OA/ID 27026]
3/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Burt [OA/ID 27026]
3/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Henry Sokolski [OA/ID 27026]
3/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Phillip Karber, BDM Corp [OA/ID 27026]
3/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Treasury Undersecretary Milford [OA/ID 27026]
3/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – Israeli FM Arens [OA/ID 27026]
3/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – Address CRS Workshop on Missile Proliferation [OA/ID 27026]
3/15/89 VP Meeting/Event – Denmark Crown Prince Fredrick [OA/ID 27026]
3/17/89 VP Meeting/Event – Chilean FM Hernan Felipe [OA/ID 27026]
3/20/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Pickering [OA/ID 27026]
3/21/89 VP Meeting/Event – Mexican Foreign Minister Solana [OA/ID 27026]
3/27/89 VP Meeting/Event – James Fletcher [OA/ID 27026]
4/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Venezuelan President CAP [OA/ID 27026]
4/3/89 VP Meeting/Event – Arabic Republic of Egypt President Hosni Mubarak [OA/ID 27026]
4/4/89 VP Meeting/Event – Italian Interior Minister Antonio Gava [OA/ID 27026]
4/4/89 VP Meeting/Event – Costa Rican President Arias [OA/ID 27026]
4/5/89 VP Meeting/Event – German SPD Chairman Hans-Juergen [OA/ID 27026]
4/5/89 VP Meeting/Event – Belgian Prince Phillipe [OA/ID 27026]
4/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Israeli PM Shamir [OA/ID 27026]
4/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Paul Wolfowitz [OA/ID 27026]
4/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Press Lunch - Asian trip [OA/ID 27026]
4/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Bangladesh Prime Minister Moudud Ahmed [OA/ID 27026]
4/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Meeting with U.S. Amb. Designate to Australia Melvin Sembler, 11:00 a.m., West Wing [OA/ID 27026]
4/10/89 VP Meeting/Event – El Salvador President-elect Alfredo Cristiani [OA/ID 27026]
4/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – Chairman of the Board of Governors of Jewish Agency for Israel Mandel Kaplan [OA/ID 27026]
4/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – French Foreign Minister Dumas [OA/ID 27026]
4/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – Secretary Gen Woerner, NATO – Dinner [OA/ID 27026]
4/12/89 VP Meeting/Event – Secretary Gen Woerner, NATO [OA/ID 27026]
4/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – Gaston Sigur [OA/ID 27026]
4/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – Herwald Morton [OA/ID 27026]
4/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – Richard Solomon [OA/ID 27026]
4/17/89 VP Meeting/Event – British Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe [OA/ID 27026]
4/18/89 VP Meeting/Event – CIA Director Judge William Webster [OA/ID 27026]
4/18/89 VP Meeting/Event – ADM Huntington Hardisty [OA/ID 27026]
4/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Jordanian King Hussein [OA/ID 27026]
4/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Meeting with Australian Ambassador Michael Cook, 3:00 p.m., VP WH Office [OA/ID 27026]
4/20/89 VP Meeting/Event – Japanese Diet Member Hajime Ishii [OA/ID 27026]
4/20/89 VP Meeting/Event – Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher [OA/ID 27026]
4/21/89 VP Meeting/Event – Defense Secretary Dick Cheney [OA/ID 27026]
4/21/89 VP Meeting/Event – State Secretary James Baker III [OA/ID 27026]
4/21/89 VP Meeting/Event – USTR Ambassador Carla Hills [OA/ID 27026]
[4/24/89] 5:00pm [VP] Courtesy Meeting with [former] President Reagan – President Reagan’s Century City office [OA/ID 27026]
4/24/89 VP Meeting/Event – Reception for Reagan Presidential Library [OA/ID 27026]
5/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – U.S. Ambassador to Chile Charles Gillespie [OA/ID 27026]
5/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – Outgoing Secretary to Navy Will Ball [OA/ID 27026]
5/12/89 VP Meeting/Event – Trip Meeting [OA/ID 27026]
5/15/89 VP Meeting/Event – Former Soviet Refusenik Yuli Kosharovsky [OA/ID 27026]
5/17/89 VP Meeting/Event – Kuwait Oil Min Sheikh Ali Khalifa [OA/ID 27026]
5/17/89 VP Meeting/Event – International Democratic Union Foreign Affairs Committee [OA/ID 27026]
5/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Bronislaw Geremek, Political Advisor, Solidarity [OA/ID 27026]
5/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Armando Valladares, Rep to UN Human Rights Commission [OA/ID 27026]
5/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Israeli FM Moshe Arens [OA/ID 27026]
5/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Bruce Gelb, Director of USIA [OA/ID 27026]
5/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – West German Minister of Defense Gerhard Stoltenberg [OA/ID 27026]
5/22/89 VP Meeting/Event – ADM Huntington Hardesty [OA/ID 27026]
5/22/89 VP Meeting/Event – Chairman Wan Li, Member of Chinese Politburo [OA/ID 27026]
5/23/89 VP Meeting/Event – Sir James Goldsmith [OA/ID 27026]
5/24/89 VP Meeting/Event – Fred Eimer and Larry Gershwin [OA/ID 27026]
5/24/89 VP Meeting/Event – Wan Li, member of the Chinese Politburo – cancelled [OA/ID 27026]
5/25/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Joseph Reed, Chief of Protocol [OA/ID 27026]
5/25/89 VP Meeting/Event – U.S. Ambassador-des to Guatemala Tom Stroock [OA/ID 27026]
5/25/89 VP Meeting/Event – Former Japanese Prime Minister Takeo Fukuda [OA/ID 27026]
5/26/89 VP Meeting/Event – Richard Perle [OA/ID 27026]
5/26/89 VP Meeting/Event – Carl Spencer [OA/ID 27026]
5/31/89 VP Meeting/Event – DoD Secretary Dick Cheney [OA/ID 27026]
5/31/89 VP Meeting/Event – Edward Luttwak [OA/ID 27026]
5/31/89 VP Meeting/Event – Members of Congress on Haiti [OA/ID 27026]
5/31/89 VP Meeting/Event – Elliott Abrams [OA/ID 27026]
5/31/89 VP Meeting/Event – Carl Gershman and Mark Plattner [OA/ID 27026]
6/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Ed Rowney [OA/ID 27026]
6/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Frank Gaffney [OA/ID 27026]
6/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – SDI Walt Brothers, Duke Kane, Michael Yarymovych (Rockwell International) [OA/ID 27026]
6/2/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ron Lehman, Re: Arms Control talks in Geneva [OA/ID 27026]
6/5/89 VP Meeting/Event – Hank Cooper, Keith Payne re: Defense and Space [OA/ID 27026]
6/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27026]
6/6-7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Dinners w. Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto [OA/ID 27026]
6/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – U.S. Ambassador-des to Spain Joseph Zappala [OA/ID 27026]
6/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – U.S. Ambassador to Venezuela Otto Reich [OA/ID 27026]
6/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – AID Peter Whitney and reps from Treasury [OA/ID 27026]
6/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – State Assistant Secretary Bernard Aronson [OA/ID 27026]
6/8/89 VP Meeting/Event – Meeting with Australian Defense Minister Kim Beazley, WW, (30 minutes) [OA/ID 27026]
6/8/89 VP Meeting/Event – Sergey Grigoryants, Editor of Glasnost magazine [OA/ID 27026]
6/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – Dutch Vice Prime Minister Rudolfe de Korte [OA/ID 27026]
6/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – Central American Ambassador – Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27026]
6/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – Indonesia President Suharto [OA/ID 27026]
6/15/89 VP Meeting/Event – Senator John Warner [OA/ID 27026]
6/16/89 VP Meeting/Event – Saudi Ambassador Prince Bandar [OA/ID 27026]
6/16/89 VP Meeting/Event – Chief Korean RDP Party Kim Young Sam [OA/ID 27026]
6/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – President of the Inter-American Development Bank Enrique Iglesias [OA/ID 27026]
6/20/89 VP Meeting/Event – Senate Armed Services Committee [OA/ID 27026]
6/21/89 VP Meeting/Event – Commonwealth of Dominica Eugenia Charles [OA/ID 27026]
6/21/89 VP Meeting/Event – General John Galvin [OA/ID 27026]
6/22/89 VP Meeting/Event – Awards Ceremony for MAJ Gary Dylewski [OA/ID 27026]
6/22/89 VP Meeting/Event – Briefing on East Asia [OA/ID 27026]
6/22/89 VP Meeting/Event – Address the Heritage Foundation's Asian Studies Center's Conference "U.S. Policy in Asia: The Challenge for 1990" [OA/ID 27026]
6/23/89 VP Meeting/Event – Les Aspin [OA/ID 27026]
6/23/89 VP Meeting/Event – Turkish Ambassador Sukru Elekdag [OA/ID 27026]
6/24/89 VP Meeting/Event – Dinner with Australian Prime Minister Robert Hawke [OA/ID 27026]
6/26/89 VP Meeting/Event – Helmut Sonnenfeldt [OA/ID 27026]
6/26/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ann Mills Griffiths [OA/ID 27026]
6/28/89 VP Meeting/Event – Costa Rican Presidential Candidate Rafael Calderon [OA/ID 27026]
6/28/89 VP Meeting/Event – Salvadoran Chief of Staff Rene Emilio Ponce [OA/ID 27026]
6/30/89, 8:00, Vice President Breakfast Meeting with President Mobutu of Zaire – Res. (60 min) [OA/ID 27026]
7/5/89 VP Meeting/Event – State Assistant Secretary Bernard Aronson [OA/ID 27011]
7/5/89 VP Meeting/Event – Malcolm S. Forbes, Jr., Chairman, Board for International Broadcasting [OA/ID 27011]
7/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Allen Bromley, new Science Advisor to President [OA/ID 27011]
7/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Allen Paulson and Secretary Skinner [OA/ID 27011]
7/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Participation in mix-and-mingle with participants in the White House Symposium on Eastern Europe [OA/ID 27011]
7/10/89 VP Meeting/Event – Costa Rican Presidential Candidate Carlos Manuel Castillo – cancelled [OA/ID 27011]
7/10/89 VP Meeting/Event – VADM Studeman, John Devine [OA/ID 27011]
7/12/89 VP Meeting/Event – First Anniversary of the Center for Security Policy [OA/ID 27011]
7/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – Anne Armstrong, Chairman of PFIAB [OA/ID 27011]
7/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – British Secretary of State for Defense George Younger [OA/ID 27011]
7/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Hank Cooper [OA/ID 27011]
7/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – Sailors of the Year [OA/ID 27011]
7/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – Exit Interview with William R. Graham [OA/ID 27011]
7/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – DoD Secretary Cheney/Wolfowitz [OA/ID 27011]
7/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – Jorge Mas, Chairman, Cuban-American Foundation [OA/ID 27011]
7/20/89 VP Meeting/Event – Afghan Task Force [OA/ID 27011]
7/21/89 VP Meeting/Event – Argentine Foreign Minister Domingo Cavallo [OA/ID 27011]
7/24/89 VP Meeting/Event – Defense Media [OA/ID 27011]
7/24/89 VP Meeting/Event – Briefing on Intelligence in World Economy – cancelled [OA/ID 27011]
7/25/89 VP Meeting/Event – Briefing on Middle East – Charles Allen, Jack O'Donnell [OA/ID 27011]
7/27/89 VP Meeting/Event – Senator Sam Nunn [OA/ID 27011]
7/27/89 VP Meeting/Event – VP Breakfast with Senator Sam Nunn, Brent Scowcroft, and John Sununu [OA/ID 27011]
7/27/89 VP Meeting/Event – Meeting with Australian Minister for VA Affairs Ben Humphreys (15 minutes), WW [OA/ID 27011]
7/27/89 VP Meeting with Bill Lane, Publisher of Sunset Magazine and Former Ambassador to Australia 1:30 (20 min) - WW [OA/ID 27011]
7/27/89 2:00 VP Meeting with Don Gregg, Ambassador to Republic of Korea (20 min) WW [OA/ID 27011]
7/28/89 VP Meeting/Event – Austrian Foreign Minister Dr. Alois Mock – cancelled [OA/ID 27011]
7/28/89 VP Meeting/Event – Saudi Prince Salman [OA/ID 27011]
7/28/89 VP Meeting/Event – Preview "Saudi Arabia: Yesterday and Today" followed by Dinner – Convention Center [OA/ID 27011]
7/31/89 VP Meeting/Event – Elliott Abrams [OA/ID 27011]
8/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Pakistani Foreign Minister Yaqub Khan [OA/ID 27011]
8/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Bernard Weatherill, Speaker of the British House of Commons – cancelled [OA/ID 27011]
8/2/89 VP Meeting/Event – Address Reps of the Cuban American Foundation – cancelled [OA/ID 27011]
8/4/89 VP Meeting/Event – Photo-op with "Good will Ambassadors" sent by Ryukyu American Historical Research [OA/ID 27011]
8/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – Caspar Weinberger [OA/ID 27011]
8/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – Mack F. Mattingly, Assistant Secretary General for Defense Support – NATO [OA/ID 27011]
8/10/89 VP Meeting/Event – Elliott Abrams [OA/ID 27011]
8/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – State Deputy Secretary Lawrence Eagleburger [OA/ID 27011]
8/16/89 VP Meeting/Event – Chinese Ambassador Han Xu [OA/ID 27011]
8/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – Richard Allen, Re: U.S. Relations with Republic of Korea [OA/ID 27011]
8/16/89 VP Meeting/Event – Argentine Vice President Eduardo Duhalde [OA/ID 27011]
8/16/89 VP Meeting/Event – Israeli Scientist Yuval Ne'eman [OA/ID 27011]
9/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Luncheon/Meeting with the President and Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu [OA/ID 27011]
9/5/89 VP Meeting/Event – State Asst. Secretary Richard Solomon, Carol Adelman, John Blackton [OA/ID 27011]
9/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Carl Ford, Admiral Timothy Wright [OA/ID 27011]
9/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Israeli Ambassador Moshe Arad [OA/ID 27011]
9/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – NSC Karl Jackson and Doug Paal [OA/ID 27011]
9/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Carla Hills, USTR [OA/ID 27011]
9/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Karl Richardson, Geralddeen Chester, John Malott, Re: Briefing on Asian Trip [OA/ID 27011]
9/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Frank Fahrenkopf, Keith Schuette and Bill Harris [OA/ID 27011]
9/8/89 VP Meeting/Event – Address BIB Luncheon – Waldorf Astoria Hotel [OA/ID 27011]
9/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – UK Foreign Secretary John Major, et al. [OA/ID 27011]
9/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – NIO Kent Harrington, Mary Meyer, David Missert [OA/ID 27011]
9/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – Treasury David Mulford [OA/ID 27011]
9/12/89 VP Meeting/Event – Senate Policy Lunch [OA/ID 27011]
9/12/89 VP Meeting/Event – U.S. Ambassador to Philippines Nicholas Platt [OA/ID 27011]
9/12/89 VP Meeting/Event – DOE Secretary Admiral James Watkins [OA/ID 27011]
9/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – President’s Science Adviser Allan Bromley [OA/ID 27011]
9/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – Reenlistment Ceremony for MSCS Rudy Arca [OA/ID 27011]
10/3/89 VP Meeting/Event – Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari [OA/ID 27011]
10/3/89 VP Meeting/Event – Indian Businessman Srichard P. Hinduja [OA/ID 27011]
10/4/89 VP Meeting/Event – Vice President of the Republic of Guatemala Robert Carpio-Nicolle [OA/ID 27011]
10/5/89 VP Meeting/Event – Dr. Jonas Savimbi, UNITA [OA/ID 27011]
10/5/89 VP Meeting/Event – Panamanian Opposition Vice Presidential Candidate Billy Ford [OA/ID 27011]
10/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Former U.S. Ambassador to Czechoslovakia Julian Niemczyk [OA/ID 27011]
10/10/89 VP Meeting/Event – Dr. Hamid Algabid, Secretary General, Organization of the Islamic Conference [OA/ID 27011]
10/10/89 VP Meeting/Event – German Defense Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg [OA/ID 27011]
10/10/89 VP Meeting/Event – NATO Secretary General Manfred Woerner [OA/ID 27011]
10/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – Prime Minister Pedro Pires of Cape Verdes [OA/ID 27011]
10/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – Australian Foreign Minister Robert Hill [OA/ID 27011]
10/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – Spanish Defense Minister Narciso Serra [OA/ID 27011]
10/12/89 VP Meeting/Event – Italian President Cossiga [OA/ID 27011]
10/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – King Moshoeshoe II of Lesotho [OA/ID 27011]
10/13/89 VP Meeting/Event – King Mswati of Swaziland [OA/ID 27011]
10/18/89 VP Meeting/Event – S. Korean President Roh Tae Woo – cancelled [OA/ID 27011]
10/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Carlos Manuel Castillo, Costa Rican Presidential Candidate [OA/ID 27011]
10/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – David Wilson, Governor of Hong Kong – cancelled Due to San Francisco Earthquake [OA/ID 27011]
10/20/89 VP Meeting/Event – Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez and Mrs. Gonzalez of Spain [OA/ID 27011]
10/24/89 VP Meeting/Event – Congressman Bill McCollum [OA/ID 27011]
10/26/89 VP Meeting/Event – Alberto and Christine Vollmer [OA/ID 27011]
10/27/89 VP Meeting/Event – Awards Ceremony – Riddile, DeSutter, McKitrick [OA/ID 27011]
10/31/89 VP Meeting/Event – Marshal of the Polish Senate Andrezej Stelmachowski [OA/ID 27011]
11/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – U.S. Ambassador to the Court of St. James (UK) Henry Catto [OA/ID 27011]
11/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Delegation from the Afghan Interim Government [OA/ID 27011]
11/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Afghanistan Intelligence Briefing [OA/ID 27011]
11/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Allan Holmes [OA/ID 27011]
11/3/89 VP Meeting/Event – Vice President Luis Parodi of Ecuador [OA/ID 27011]
11/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Jamaican Prime Minister Michael Manley [OA/ID 27011]
11/6/89 VP Meeting/Event – Representatives of the Soviet Central Election Commission [OA/ID 27011]
11/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Zaire Prime Minister Kengo [OA/ID 27011]
11/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – Six Japanese Governors [OA/ID 27011]
11/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – Hughes/Von Kleist [OA/ID 27011]
11/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – Reps from Bipartisan Commission on Free and Fair Elections in Nicaragua [OA/ID 27011]
11/9/89 VP Meeting/Event – Farewell to Japanese Ambassador Nobuo Matsunaga [OA/ID 27011]
11/10/89 VP Meeting/Event – Philippine President Aquino [OA/ID 27011]
11/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – DOD Secretary Cheney [OA/ID 27011]
11/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Sigur [OA/ID 27011]
11/16/89 VP Meeting/Event – Konstantin Katushev, Soviet Minister for Foreign Economic Relations [OA/ID 27011]
11/17/89 VP Meeting/Event – Thailand Prime Minister Chatichai – Cancelled [OA/ID 27011]
11/20/89 VP Breakfast Meeting/Event – Congressmen, Re: SDI [OA/ID 27011]
11/20/89 VP Meeting/Event – SDI [OA/ID 27011]
11/21/89 VP Meeting/Event – U.S. Ambassador to Kenya Smith Hempstone [OA/ID 27011]
11/21/89 VP Meeting/Event – Jeremias Chitunda and William Breer [OA/ID 27011]
11/22/89 VP Meeting/Event – Admiral Timothy Wright [OA/ID 27011]
11/24/89 VP Meeting/Event – State Secretary Baker [OA/ID 27011]
11/30/89 VP Meeting/Event – Supreme Soviet Delegation [OA/ID 27011]
11/30/89 VP Meeting/Event – MSGT Dale Peck [OA/ID 27011]
11/30/89 VP Meeting/Event – Address American Foreign Service Association 200th Anniversary Conference – State Department [OA/ID 27011]
11/30/89 VP Meeting/Event – Afghan Interim Government President Mojaddedi [OA/ID 27011]
12/1/89 VP Meeting/Event – Bilateral Meeting – Cancelled [OA/ID 27011]
12/4/89 VP Meeting/Event – State Deputy Secretary Lawrence Eagleburger [OA/ID 27011]
12/5/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Jose Luis Fernandes Lopes [OA/ID 27011]
12/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Otto Reich – Senior Associate at CSIS [OA/ID 27011]
12/7/89 VP Meeting/Event – Peruvian Vice Presidents Luis Alberto Sanchez and Luis Alva Castro [OA/ID 27011]
12/8/89 VP Meeting/Event – Special Forces Team [OA/ID 27011]
12/11/89 VP Meeting/Event – UN Secretary General Perez de Cueller [OA/ID 27011]
12/14/89 VP Meeting/Event – Representatives of Non-Partisan Center for Democracy [OA/ID 27011]
12/18/89 VP Meeting/Event – Henry Sokolski [OA/ID 27011]
12/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Elliot Richardson [OA/ID 27011]
12/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ron Lehman [OA/ID 27011]
12/19/89 VP Meeting/Event – Mike Griffin [OA/ID 27011]
12/20/89 VP Meeting/Event – Governor Shunichi Suzuki and Senator Richard Lugar [OA/ID 27011]
12/27/89 VP Meeting/Event – Suddarth, Smith, Myers, Gilman, Chamorro, Byron, and Brzezinski [OA/ID 27011]
12/28/89 VP Meeting/Event – Ambassador Hussein Hammami [OA/ID 27011]

[1990 Meetings]
1990 VP Meetings – Lunch with the President [OA/ID 27010]
1/5/90 VP Meetings – Japanese Ambassador Murata [OA/ID 27010]
1/9/90 VP Meetings – Ben Schemmer, J ohn Roos (Armed Forces Journal) [OA/ID 27010]
1/10/90 VP Meetings – Japanese Minister of Trade and Industry Hikaru Matsunaga [OA/ID 27010]
1/10/90 VP Meetings – Nigerian Minister of External Relations Al-Haji Rilwanu/Lukman [OA/ID 27010]
1/10/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador John Maresca [OA/ID 27010]
1/11/90 VP Meetings – Portuguese Prime Minister Cavaco Silva [OA/ID 27010]
1/11/90 VP Meetings – Gene Pell, Radio Free Europe [OA/ID 27010]
1/17/90 VP Meetings – Address Luncheon Meeting of Hoover Institution Board of Overseers [OA/ID 27010]
1/17/90 VP Meetings – Israeli Minister of Defense Yitzak Rabin [OA/ID 27010]
1/19/90 VP Meetings – Korologos and Ebener [OA/ID 27010]
1/19/90 VP Meetings – Soviet Ambassador Yuriy Dubinin [OA/ID 27010]
1/19/90 VP Meetings – Chinese Ambassador Zhu Qizhen [OA/ID 27010]
1/19/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Burt, James Medas, Linton Brooks [OA/ID 27010]
1/24/90 VP Meetings – U.S. Advisory Commission on Public Diplomacy [OA/ID 27010]
1/25/90 VP Meetings – Luncheon with Yemen Arab Republic President Ali Abdallah Salih [OA/ID 27010]
1/25/90 VP Meetings – Economic Assistance Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27010]
1/26/90 VP Meetings – CIA Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27010]
1/26/90 VP Meetings – Deputy Secretary Eagleburger and Robeson [OA/ID 27010]
1/26/90 VP Meetings – Secretary Baker [OA/ID 27010]
1/26/90 VP Meetings – Military Assistance Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27010]
1/26/90 VP Meetings – Fernando Collor de Mello, President of Brazil [OA/ID 27010]
1/26/90 VP Meetings – Bernard Aronson [OA/ID 27010]
1/26/90 VP Meetings – Secretary Dick Cheney and General Colin Powell [OA/ID 27010]
1/30/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador David J . Smith – cancelled [OA/ID 27010]
1/30/90 VP Meetings – Douglas Hurd, British Secretary of State [OA/ID 27010]
2/1/90 VP Meetings – VP Swearing in Ceremony for the President’s Council of Advisors for Science and Technology [OA/ID 27010]
2/1/90 VP Meetings – General Hugo Banzer, Leader of the Nationalist Democratic Action Party of Bolivia [OA/ID 27010]
2/1/90 VP Meetings – Vladimir Bukosky [OA/ID 27010]
2/2/90 VP Meetings – Wasim Sajjad, Pakistani Senate Chairman – cancelled [OA/ID 27010]
2/2/90 VP Meetings – Swearing in ceremony for the President’s Council of Advisors for Science and Technology [OA/ID 27010]
2/4/90 VP Meetings – Birthday Photo with Nancy Clark’s Friend, Denise Boland [OA/ID 27010]
2/6/90 VP Meetings – Luis Lacalle of Uruguay [OA/ID 27010]
2/6/90 VP Meetings – Delegation from the Church of Christ of the Philippines [OA/ID 27010]
2/6/90 VP Meetings – Tom Melady, U.S. Ambassador to the Holy See [OA/ID 27010]
2/9/90 VP Meetings – Barbados Prime Minister Erskine Sandiford [OA/ID 27010]
2/12/90 VP Meetings – Congolese President Benis Sassou-Nguesso [OA/ID 27010]
2/13/90 VP Meetings – EL Salvador Christian Democratic Party Secretary General Dr. Fidel Chavez Mena [OA/ID 27010]
2/13/90 VP Meetings – UNITA VP Jeremias Chitunda [OA/ID 27010]
2/15/90 VP Meetings – Breakfast Meeting with General Powell and Ambassdor Wolfowitz [OA/ID 27010]
2/21/90 VP Meetings – Israeli Minister Ehud Olmert [OA/ID 27010]
2/21/90 VP Meetings – Joint Meeting of Congress for Vaclav Havel Address, House Chamber [OA/ID 27010]
2/22/90 VP Meetings – Speech to Martin Marietta Employees with Senator Mitch McConnell [OA/ID 27010]
2/22/90 VP Meetings – Moroccan Foreign Minister Abdellatif Filali [OA/ID 27010]
2/22/90 VP Meetings – Senator Ted Kennedy [OA/ID 27010]
2/22/90 VP Meetings – Senators Nunn and Warner [OA/ID 27010]
2/22/90 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Norwegian Prime Minister Jan P. Syse [OA/ID 27010]
2/22/90 VP Meetings – Yrui Ossipian, Vice President USSR Academy of Science [OA/ID 27010]
2/23/90 VP Meetings – Senator Richard Lugar and Allan Weinstein [OA/ID 27010]
2/23/90 VP Meetings – Mark Shakespeare [OA/ID 27010]
2/23/90 VP Meetings – Participation in Branscum Funeral [OA/ID 27010]
3/1/90 VP Meetings – Allen Weinstein, President for Center for Democracy [OA/ID 27010]
3/2/90 VP Meetings – CIA Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27010]
3/2/90 VP Meetings – Latin American Experts [OA/ID 27010]
3/2/90 VP Meetings – El Salvadoran Ambassador Miguel Salaverria – cancelled [OA/ID 27010]
3/5/90 VP Meetings – Secretary Brady, Charles Dallara, and David Mulford [OA/ID 27010]
3/5/90 VP Meetings – Michel Camdessus [OA/ID 27010]
3/5/90 VP Meetings – Bernard Aronson [OA/ID 27010]
3/5/90 VP Meetings – Attend Chilean Reception [OA/ID 27010]
3/7/90 VP Meetings – Dinner Hosted by Italian Ambassador Rinaldo Petrignani [OA/ID 27010]
3/7/90 VP Meetings – Carla Hills [OA/ID 27010]
3/8/90 VP Meetings – Jeane Kirkpatrick [OA/ID 27010]
3/8/90 VP Meetings – Terence Todman and Keith Smith [OA/ID 27010]
3/8/90 VP Meetings – Secretary Baker [OA/ID 27010]
3/15/90 VP Meetings – Nicaraguauan Resistance Negotiating Team [OA/ID 27010]
3/20/90 VP Meetings – Council on Competitiveness [OA/ID 27010]
3/20/90 VP Meetings – Costa Rican President Rafael Calderon [OA/ID 27010]
3/22/90 VP Meetings – Polish Prime Minister Tadeus Mazowiecki [OA/ID 27010]
3/22/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Nicholas Platt [OA/ID 27010]
3/23/90 VP Meetings – Vice President Billy Ford, Panama [OA/ID 27010]
4/2/90 VP Meetings – Dinner for Princess Chulabhorn of Thailand [OA/ID 27010]
4/5/90 VP Meetings – Gordievsky [OA/ID 27010]
4/5/90 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Stan Brooks [OA/ID 27010]
4/5/90 VP Meetings – Dr. Ronald Roskens [OA/ID 27010]
4/12/90 VP Meetings – Beverly LaHaye and A. James Woodall [OA/ID 27010]
4/12/90 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Andrew Riddle [OA/ID 27010]
4/16/90 VP Meetings – Interview with Straits-Times [OA/ID 27010]
4/16/90 VP Meetings – Robert Orr [OA/ID 27010]
4/17/90 VP Meetings – Cook Islands Prime Minister Geoffrey Henry [OA/ID 27010]
4/17/90 VP Meetings – Meeting with Deputy Prime Minister Goh of Singapore [OA/ID 27010]
4/17/90 VP Meetings – Dinner with Deputy Prime Minister Goh of Singapore [OA/ID 27010]
4/17/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Fred Zeder [OA/ID 27010]
4/18/90 VP Meetings – Breakfast with President Rafael Callejas of Honduras [OA/ID 27010]
4/18/90 VP Meetings – Roberto Carpio, Vice President of Guatemala [OA/ID 27010]
4/18/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Ted Briggs [OA/ID 27010]
4/23/90 VP Meetings – Reenlist Ceremony for SMSgt J ohnnie Loftin [OA/ID 27010]
4/23/90 VP Meetings – Aleksandr Yakovlev [OA/ID 27010]
4/24/90 VP Meetings – EC Commission President Delors [OA/ID 27010]
4/24/90 VP Meetings – Japanese LDP Structural Adjustment Committee [OA/ID 27010]
4/27/90 VP Meetings – Pakistani Foreign Minister Yaqub Khan [OA/ID 27010]
4/30/90 VP Meetings – Japanese Minister of International Trade and Industry Kabun Muto [OA/ID 27010]
4/30/90 VP Meetings – Keynote Address for Conference of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy [OA/ID 27010]
5/1/90 VP Meetings – Panamanian President Guillermo Endara [OA/ID 27010]
5/1/90 VP Meetings – Dr. Hans Ruhle [OA/ID 27010]
5/2/90 VP Meetings – Mongolian 1st Deputy Premier Byambasuren [OA/ID 27010]
5/2/90 VP Meetings – Argentine Governor Eduardo Angeloz [OA/ID 27010]
5/4/90 VP Meetings – Prime Minister Manley of Jamaica [OA/ID 27010]
5/4/90 VP Meetings – Speech at Foreign Service Day Lunch [OA/ID 27010]
5/4/90 VP Meetings – Europe Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27010]
5/10/90 VP Meetings – Photo Op for Master Chief Romeo C. Cruz [OA/ID 27010]
5/11/90 VP Meetings – Bilderberg Meetings [OA/ID 27010]
5/14/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Yuri Dubinin [OA/ID 27010]
5/14/90 VP Meetings – Dr. Zhelu Zhelev [OA/ID 27010]
5/14/90 VP Meetings – President Diouf of Senegal [OA/ID 27010]
5/14/90 VP Meetings – Alexander Dubcek [OA/ID 27010]
5/15/90 VP Meetings – Cardinal Alfonso Lopez Trujillo, Archbishop of Medellin [OA/ID 27010]
5/17/90 VP Meetings – Tunisian President Ben Ali [OA/ID 27010]
5/17/90 VP Meetings – Address American Security Council and Receive the 1990 National Security Leadership Award [OA/ID 27010]

5/18/90 VP Meetings – Farewell Ceremony and Reception for Lt. Col. Jim Reynolds [OA/ID 27010]

5/22/90 VP Meetings – Cuban Independence Day with President Bush [OA/ID 27010]

5/23/90 VP Meetings – Speech to the Association to American Chambers of Commerce in Latin America – cancelled [OA/ID 27010]

5/30/90 VP Meetings – Reception IHO Premier Nick Greiner [OA/ID 27010]

5/31/90 VP Meetings – Nick Greiner, Premier of New South Wales [OA/ID 27010]

5/31/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Ted McNamara [OA/ID 27010]

6/1/90 VP Meetings – Mikhail Gorbachev [OA/ID 27010]

6/1/90 VP Meetings – Briefing with Kristol, Lord, Glassman, Albrecht, Beckwith, Rice, and Blackwill [OA/ID 27010]

6/6/90 – Breakfast with South Korean President Roh Tae Woo EOB (55 min) [OA/ID 27010]

6/7/90 VP Meetings – Chai Ling [OA/ID 27010]

6/7/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Ney [OA/ID 27010]

6/6/90 VP Meetings – IHO Greek Prime Minister Mitsotakis [OA/ID 27010]

6/11/90 VP Meetings – Address the 31st Annual Policy Conference of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee [OA/ID 27010]

6/12/90 VP Meetings – President Salinas, Mexico [OA/ID 27010]

6/12/90 VP Meetings – Awards Ceremony for Major Mark Zamzow [OA/ID 27010]

6/15/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Fred Zeder – cancelled [OA/ID 27010]

6/15/90 VP Meetings – Judge Abraham Sofaer [OA/ID 27010]

6/15/90 VP Meetings – Prime Minister General Chatichai Choonhaven [OA/ID 27010]

6/15/90 VP Meetings – IHO Paraquayan President Rodriguez [OA/ID 27010]

6/21/90 VP Meetings – Japanese Foreign Minister Shintaro Abe [OA/ID 27010]

6/21/90 VP Meetings – Haroldo Montealegre [OA/ID 27010]

6/21/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador John Gavin [OA/ID 27010]

7/12/90 VP Meetings – Secretary Ed Derwinski [OA/ID 27023]

7/13/90 VP Meetings – Address the National League of POW/MIA Families’ 21st Annual Meeting [OA/ID 27023]

7/16/90 VP Meetings – Gavrill Popov, Mayor of Moscow – cancelled [OA/ID 27023]

7/17/90 VP Meetings – Labor Party Leader Neil Kinnock [OA/ID 27023]

7/17/90 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Ilva Zaslavsky [OA/ID 27023]

7/26/90 VP Meetings – Admiral Frank Kelso [OA/ID 27023]

7/30/90 VP Meetings – Latin American Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27023]

7/30/90 VP Meetings – Administer Oath of Office to PFIAB [OA/ID 27023]

8/1/90 VP Meetings – DOD Counternarcotics briefing for South America Trip [OA/ID 27023]

8/6/90 VP Meetings – Humberto Romero, Minister of Defense, Argentina [OA/ID 27023]

9/4/90 VP Meetings – LTG Richard G. Graves [OA/ID 27023]

9/13/90 VP Meetings – Tunne Kelam, Chairman Council of Estonia [OA/ID 27023]

9/18/90 VP Meetings – Israeli Moshe Arens [OA/ID 27023]
9/20/90 VP Meetings – Frocking Ceremony for Captain Riddile [OA/ID 27023]
9/20/90 VP Meetings – Bolivian Foreign Minister Carlos Iturralde [OA/ID 27023]
9/23/90 VP Meetings – Dinner Honoring South African President F.W. de Klerk [OA/ID 27023]
9/27/90 VP Meetings – El Salvador President Alfredo Cristiani [OA/ID 27023]
9/27/90 VP Meetings – President Rafael Callejas, Honduras [OA/ID 27023]
9/27/90 VP Meetings – Prime Minister Eugenia Charles, Dominica; Erskine Sandiford, Barbados; John Compton, St. Lucia [OA/ID 27023]
9/28/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Arad [OA/ID 27023]
9/28/90 VP Meetings – Prime Minister Tofilau Eti Alesana – cancelled [OA/ID 27023]
10/1/90 VP Meetings – Address National Guard Association – cancelled [OA/ID 27023]
10/2/90 VP Meetings – Briefing by Ambassador Michael Armacost [OA/ID 27023]
10/2/90 VP Meetings – Address OPI/Citizens Network Investing in Freedom Conference [OA/ID 27023]
10/3/90 VP Meetings – Prime Minister Harri Holkeri, Finland [OA/ID 27023]
10/3/90 VP Meetings – Russian Parliamentarian and American Hosts [OA/ID 27023]
10/5/90 VP Meetings – Armenian President Levon Ter-Petrosian – cancelled [OA/ID 27023]
10/10/90 VP Meetings – East German Students [OA/ID 27023]
10/11/90 VP Meetings – Dr. Muhammed Yunus, Bangladesh [OA/ID 27023]
10/15/90 VP Meetings – Mexican PRI Party President Luis Donaldo Colosio [OA/ID 27023]
10/16/90 VP Meetings – Israeli Charge d’Affairs Oded Eran [OA/ID 27023]
10/17/90 VP Meetings – March AFB Troop Rally Supporting Operation Desert Storm [OA/ID 27023]
10/25/90 VP Meetings – Ceremony Hanscom AFB Troop Rally Supporting Operation Desert Storm [OA/ID 27023]
10/28/90 VP Meetings – Meet the Press [OA/ID 27023]
10/30/90 VP Meetings – Center for Security Policy’s First Annual “Keeper of the Flame” Award [OA/ID 27023]
10/31/90 VP Meetings – Prime Minister Agostino Cardinal Casaroli [OA/ID 27023]
10/31/90 VP Meetings – Mr. And Mrs. David Herd [OA/ID 27023]
11/5/90 VP Meetings – Promotion Ceremony for Colonel Herb Spier [OA/ID 27023]
11/8/90 VP Meetings – Deputy Secretary Henson Moore – cancelled [OA/ID 27023]
11/16/90 VP Meetings – Address the Heritage Foundation’s President’s Club [OA/ID 27023]
11/16/90 VP Meetings – Dr. Abel Aganbegyan [OA/ID 27023]
11/20/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Joseph Zappala [OA/ID 27023]
11/26/90 VP Meetings – Award Ceremony for Staff Sgt. Phil Haase [OA/ID 27023]
11/26/90 VP Meetings – Retirement Ceremony for MSCS Angel Paraon [OA/ID 27023]
11/27/90 VP Meetings – Former Senator Richard Stone [OA/ID 27023]
11/27/90 VP Meetings – Ricardo Arias Calderon [OA/ID 27023]
11/30/90 VP Meetings – Israeli Ambassador Zalman Shoval [OA/ID 27023]
12/5/90 VP Meetings – Z. Brzezinski [OA/ID 27023]
12/5/90 VP Meetings – Members of Kuwait Popular Congress Delegation [OA/ID 27023]
12/6/90 VP Meetings – Ron Roskens [OA/ID 27023]
12/6/90 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Dr. Dov Zakheim [OA/ID 27023]
12/7/90 VP Meetings – Henry Kissinger [OA/ID 27023]
12/11/90 VP Meetings – Lithuanian President Vytautas Landsbergis [OA/ID 27023]
12/12/90 VP Meetings – IHO Prime Minister and Mrs. Shamir [OA/ID 27023]
12/14/90 VP Meetings – Lord and DeSutter [OA/ID 27023]
12/14/90 VP Meetings – Drop-By at NSC Staff Christmas Party [OA/ID 27023]
12/17/90 VP Meetings – Secretary Cheney and General Powell [OA/ID 27023]
12/18/90 VP Meetings – Foreign Policy Research Institute Conference Speech [OA/ID 27023]
12/19/90 VP Meetings – Prince Bandar Bin Sultan [OA/ID 27023]
12/20/90 VP Meetings – Prince Bandar Bin Sultan [OA/ID 27023]
12/21/90 VP Meetings – Prime Minister John Major [OA/ID 27023]
12/21/90 VP Meetings – Interview with Reporters form Mainichi Shimbun [OA/ID 27023]
12/21/90 VP Meetings – Ambassador Abelel Raouf El-Reedy, Egypt [OA/ID 27023]

[1991 Meetings]
VP Meetings, 1991 – Invitations – Soviet Union [OA/ID 27022]
VP Meetings – 1991 VP Meetings with the President [OA/ID 27022]
1/8/91 VP Meetings – Address the Los Angeles World Affairs Council [OA/ID 27022]
1/9/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with William Paul [OA/ID 27022]
1/9/91 VP Meetings – VP Telephone Calls to Acting Haitian President Trouillot and Army Commander Abraham [OA/ID 27022]
1/11/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Former American Hostages Held in Kuwait [OA/ID 27022]
1/11/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Widow of Col. Pickett [OA/ID 27022]
1/17/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ron Lehman [OA/ID 27022]
1/22/91 VP Meetings – Meeting and Lunch with Former Singapore PM Lee Kwan Yew [OA/ID 27022]
1/30/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with USSR Deputy PM Doguzhiyew – cancelled [OA/ID 27022]
1/30/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Congressional Medal of Honor Society – cancelled [OA/ID 27022]
1/31/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce – cancelled [OA/ID 27022]
2/1/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Nicaraguan Minister of the Presidency Lacayo [OA/ID 27022]
2/4/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Bernie Aronson [OA/ID 27022]
2/7/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Former British PM Thatcher [OA/ID 27022]
2/12/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Argentine FM Guido di Tella [OA/ID 27022]
2/20/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Israeli Ambassador Shoval [OA/ID 27022]
2/20-21/91 VP Meetings – Dinner with Danish Queen Margrethe [OA/ID 27022]
2/21/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Roald Sagdeev and Susan Eisenhower [OA/ID 27022]
2/22/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with American Friends of Turkey Annual Conference [OA/ID 27022]
2/25/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Rabbi Schneier [OA/ID 27022]
2/26/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Kuwaiti Shaikh al-Sabah [OA/ID 27022]
2/27/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with USSR Academy of Sciences Ossipian [OA/ID 27022]
2/27/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Zaire Special Advisor Ngimbi [OA/ID 27022]
2/27/91 3:00 Official Working visit of Colombian President Gaviria – Blair House (30 min) [OA/ID 27022]
2/27/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Secretary Mosbacher [OA/ID 27022]
2/28/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with CDU Secretary Ruehe [OA/ID 27022]
2/28/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Condoleezza Rice [OA/ID 27022]
3/1/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Philippine Foreign Secretary Raul Manglapus [OA/ID 27022]
3/6/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Former British PM Thatcher [OA/ID 27022]
3/7/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with CSU leader Boetsch [OA/ID 27022]
3/11/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with French PM Rocard [OA/ID 27022]
3/14/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ambassador Reed – cancelled [OA/ID 27022]
3/21/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Nicaraguan VP Godoy – cancelled [OA/ID 27022]
3/21/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Polish President Walesa [OA/ID 27022]
3/21/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Northrop President Kent Kresa [OA/ID 27022]
3/21/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Japanese FM Taro Nakayama [OA/ID 27022]
3/22/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Moroccan FM Abdellatif Filali [OA/ID 27022]
3/24/91 VP Meetings – Brunch with Turkish President Ozal [OA/ID 27022]
3/25/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Philippine Finance Minister Jesus Estanislao [OA/ID 27022]
3/25/91 VP Meetings – Private Dinner In Honor Of Greek Independence Day [OA/ID 27022]
3/26/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Guatemalan Foreign Minister Alvaro Arzu [OA/ID 27022]
4/4/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Japanese Prime Minister Kaifu [OA/ID 27022]
4/8/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Council of American Ambassadors [OA/ID 27022]
4/10/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Argentine Governor Angeloz [OA/ID 27022]
4/12/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ambassador Vernon Walters [OA/ID 27022]
4/16/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ambassador Cooper [OA/ID 27022]
4/16/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Czech Foreign Minister Dienstbier [OA/ID 27022]
4/17/91 VP Meetings – President Violeta Chamorro [OA/ID 27022]
4/17/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Henry Sokolski [OA/ID 27022]
4/19/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Colleen Burke [OA/ID 27022]
4/19/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Nigerian FM Nwachukwu [OA/ID 27022]
4/19/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Senator Warner [OA/ID 27022]
4/22/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Picard, Carter, and Khoury [OA/ID 27022]
4/22/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Sir Acland and Colin Alvey [OA/ID 27022]
4/24/91 VP Meetings – Presentation of DoD Medal for Distinguished Public Service to Baron Von Kleist [OA/ID 27022]
4/25/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Japanese Minister Noboru Takeshita [OA/ID 27022]
4/26/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Argentine Economy Minister Cavallo [OA/ID 27022]
4/30/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Col. John Gingerich [OA/ID 27022]
5/1/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with South Korean FM Lee Sang-Ock [OA/ID 27022]
5/1/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ambassador Raymond Seitz [OA/ID 27022]
5/2/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Japaneese Miti Minster Nakao [OA/ID 27022]
5/2/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Panamanian VP Billy Ford [OA/ID 27022]
5/3/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Venezuelan President Perez [OA/ID 27022]
5/3/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with US Ambassador to UN Morris Abram [OA/ID 27022]
5/6/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Soviet FM Shevardnadze [OA/ID 27022]
5/7/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ambassador John Negroponte [OA/ID 27022]
5/7/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Japaneese Democratic Socialist Party Chairman Keigo Ouchi [OA/ID 27022]
5/7/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with German Minister of Economics Juergen Moellermann [OA/ID 27022]
5/8/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with French Minister for Telcom and Space Quiles [OA/ID 27022]
5/10/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Boskin and Taylor on Asia Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27022]
5/14/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Brzezinski [OA/ID 27022]
5/14/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with South African Ambassador Schwartz [OA/ID 27022]
5/15/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Jamaican Prime Minister Manley [OA/ID 27022]
5/15/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with British Queen Elizabeth II [OA/ID 27022]
5/15/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ambassador Carla Hills [OA/ID 27022]
5/16/91 VP Meetings – Meeting for Asia/Pacific Media [OA/ID 27022]
5/16/91 VP Meetings – Dinner for British Queen Elizabeth II [OA/ID 27022]
5/17/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Italian Defense Minister Rognoni [OA/ID 27022]
5/17/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Secretary Brady [OA/ID 27022]
5/17/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Richard Lewis of Chevron [OA/ID 27022]
5/17/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with [Zimbabwe] FM Shamuyarira [OA/ID 27022]
5/24/91 VP Meetings – Drop-by Desert Storm Homecoming Headquarters [OA/ID 27022]
5/28/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Hungarian-American Enterprise Fund Chairman Whitehead [OA/ID 27022]
5/28/91 VP Meetings – Lunch with Deputy Secretary of State Eagleburger [OA/ID 27022]
5/29/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Aid Ron Roskens [OA/ID 27022]
5/29/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Michael Novak [OA/ID 27022]
5/30/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Gompert, Hutchings, and McLaughlin on Europe Trip [OA/ID 27022]
5/30/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with John Birkeland on Europe Trip [OA/ID 27022]
5/31/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Eastern European Media Representatives [OA/ID 27022]
6/11/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Secretary Cheney [OA/ID 27022]
6/12/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with El Salvadoran President Cristiani [OA/ID 27022]
6/13/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Pakistani Senate Chairman Wasim Sajjad [OA/ID 27022]
6/13/91 VP Meetings – Promotion and Farewell Ceremony for Major Dallas Diederich [OA/ID 27022]
6/14/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ambassador David Smith [OA/ID 27022]
6/18/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Brazilian President Collor (with President Bush) [OA/ID 27022]
6/18/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Executive Committee of Trade Policy Review Group [OA/ID 27022]
6/19/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with South African Minister Buthelezi [OA/ID 27022]
6/19/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Deputy Secretary of Defense Don Atwood [OA/ID 27022]
6/19/91 VP Meetings – Dinner with Russian President Yeltsin [OA/ID 27022]
6/20/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Russian President Yeltsin [OA/ID 27022]
6/20/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Ambassador Orr [OA/ID 27022]
6/21/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Secretary General Manfred Woerner [OA/ID 27009]
6/21/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ambassador Joe Reed [OA/ID 27009]
6/22/91 VP Meetings – VP Remarks at the AEI World Forum (Beaver Creek, CO) [OA/ID 27009]
6/24/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Cardinal Kroll (Philadelphia) [OA/ID 27009]
6/24/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Polish-American Congress (Chicago) [OA/ID 27009]
6/25/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Arens and Ambassador Shoval [OA/ID 27009]
6/27/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Executive Committee of the Citizens Democracy Corps [OA/ID 27009]
6/28/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Japanese Speaker of Parliament Sakuruchi [OA/ID 27009]
6/28/91 VP Meetings – Attend Marine Corps Change of Command Ceremony and Parade [OA/ID 27009]
6/28/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ivory Coast Prime Minister Alassane Ouatarra and Ambassador Gomis [OA/ID 27009]
7/2/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with South Korean President Roh Tae-Woo [OA/ID 27009]
7/3/91 VP Meetings – Lunch with South Korean President Roh Tae-Woo [OA/ID 27009]
7/8/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Brazilian Ambassador Moreira [OA/ID 27009]
7/8/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Dr. John R. Hewson, Australian Leader of the Opposition, 12:00 p.m., the residence [OA/ID 27009]
7/8/91 VP Meetings – Farewell and Ambassador Ceremony for Jon Glassman [OA/ID 27009]
7/9/91 VP Meetings – Swearing-in Ceremony for Lt. Governor Allen Kolstad [OA/ID 27009]
7/9/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Economic Policy Council on Central and Eastern Europe [OA/ID 27009]
7/10/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Japanese Chairman Gaishi Hiraiwa [OA/ID 27009]
7/11/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Ambassador Deane Hinton [OA/ID 27009]
7/15/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with WHCA Master Sergeant French [OA/ID 27009]
7/15/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with WHCA Master Sergeant Claus [OA/ID 27009]
7/15/91 VP Meetings – Swearing-in for Chris Coursen, Advisory Board for Cuban Broadcasting [OA/ID 27009]
7/16/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Secretary Mosbacher [OA/ID 27009]
7/18/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Hungarian Minister Geza Jeszensky [OA/ID 27009]
7/18/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Secretary Eagleburger and Undersecretary Aronson [OA/ID 27009]
7/22/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Bulgarian Delegation [OA/ID 27009]
7/22/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Secretary Brady [OA/ID 27009]
7/25/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Arnie Kanter [OA/ID 27009]
7/25/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Carla Hills – cancelled [OA/ID 27009]
7/29/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Non-Government Experts on Latin America [OA/ID 27009]
7/29/91 VP Meetings – Briefing with CIA on Latin American Trip [OA/ID 27009]
7/29/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with William Reilly [OA/ID 27009]
7/29/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Ambassador Richard Carlson [OA/ID 27009]
8/2/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Kuwait-American Foundation – cancelled [OA/ID 27009]
9/3/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Deputy Secretary Eagleburger and Herman Cohen [OA/ID 27009]
9/4/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Secretary Sullivan [OA/ID 27009]
9/4/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with African Experts [OA/ID 27009]
9/4/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with International Press [OA/ID 27009]
9/4/91 VP Meetings – Debriefing on Latin America Trip [OA/ID 27009]
9/5/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with American CEOs on Africa [OA/ID 27009]
9/17/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Japanese Miti Nakao [OA/ID 27009]
9/17/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with President Fujimori of Peru [OA/ID 27009]
9/18/91 VP Meetings – Remarks at NATO Chief of Staff Dinner [OA/ID 27009]
9/18/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Hernando De Soto of Peru [OA/ID 27009]
9/19/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Kuwaiti Defense Minister Al-Sabah [OA/ID 27009]
9/20/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Soviet Experts [OA/ID 27009]
9/20/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Bulgarian President Zhelev [OA/ID 27009]
9/22/91 VP Meetings – Dedication Ceremony for National Guard Association [OA/ID 27009]
9/23/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Former PM Thatcher and Ambassador Renwick [OA/ID 27009]
9/25/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with King Hassan of Morocco [OA/ID 27009]
9/30/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Secretary Derwinski [OA/ID 27009]
9/30/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Secretary Derwinski (Follow-up) [OA/ID 27009]
9/30/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Cambodian Prince Ranariddh [OA/ID 27009]
10/1/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Kuwaiti President Jaber [OA/ID 27009]
10/2/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Guatemalan President Serrano [OA/ID 27009]
10/2/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with German Minister for Research Riesenhuber [OA/ID 27009]
10/3/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Brazilian Governor Fleury [OA/ID 27009]
10/3/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with German Foreign Minister Gensch [OA/ID 27009]
10/4/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Haitian President Aristide [OA/ID 27009]
10/4/91 VP Meetings – Breakfast with Hungarian Prime Minister Antall [OA/ID 27009]
10/7/91 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Navy Chief Grimes [OA/ID 27009]
10/7/91 VP Meetings – Debriefing on African Trip [OA/ID 27009]
10/7/91 VP Meetings – Lunch with UNITA Leader Savimbi [OA/ID 27009]
10/7/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Governor Bob Martinez [OA/ID 27009]
10/8/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Afghan Resistance Delegation [OA/ID 27009]
10/9/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Italian President of the Senate Spadolini [OA/ID 27009]
10/10/91 VP Meetings – Meeting with Austrian Chancellor Franz Vranitzky [OA/ID 27009]
10/10/91 VP Meetings – Speech at Chairman’s International Advisory Council of Americas Society [OA/ID 27009]
10/10/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Costa Rican President Calderon [OA/ID 27009]
10/11/91 VP Meetings - Breakfast with NATO Secretary Manfred Woerner [OA/ID 27009]
10/18/91 VP Meetings - Lunch with Moscow Mayor Popov [OA/ID 27009]
10/22/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Czech President Vaclav Havel [OA/ID 27009]
10/24/91 VP Meetings - Photo Op with Namibian Minister Nico Bessinger [OA/ID 27009]
10/28/91 VP Meetings - Hudson Institute Baltic Conference, Indianapolis, IN - 10am Jackson, McKitrick [OA/ID 27009]
10/29/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Korean Chairman Park [OA/ID 27009]
10/30/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Jack Valenti on Latin America [OA/ID 27009]
10/30/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Egyptian Defense Minister Tantawi [OA/ID 27009]
11/4/91 VP Meetings - Lunch with Queen Sirikit of Thailand - cancelled [OA/ID 27009]
11/5/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Martin Lee of Hong Kong [OA/ID 27009]
11/9/91 VP Meetings - Speech at Congressional Medal of Honor (Portland, Oregon) [OA/ID 27009]
11/12/91 VP Meetings - Photo Op with Nippon Chairman Yamaguchi and President Masashi Kojima [OA/ID 27009]
11/12/91 VP Meetings - Gates Swearing-In as DCI [OA/ID 27009]
11/14/91 VP Meetings - Presidential Meeting with Argentine President Menem, Oval Office, 10:30 (60 min) [OA/ID 27009]
11/14/91 VP Meetings - Military Aide Replacement Interview [OA/ID 27009]
11/14/91 VP Meetings - Award Ceremony for TSgt Karl Kovington (Driver) [OA/ID 27009]
11/15/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Armenian President Levon Ter-Petrosian [OA/ID 27009]
11/15/91 VP Meetings - Reception hosted by President Menem of Argentina, Embassy of Argentina, 6:55 (30 min) [OA/ID 27009]
11/18/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with General Advisory Committee on Arms Control and Disarmament [OA/ID 27009]
11/22/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Shamir [OA/ID 27009]
11/26/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev (with President) [OA/ID 27009]
12/10/91 VP Meetings - Photo Op with A. James Gregor [OA/ID 27009]
12/10/91 VP Meetings - VP Taping of AEI's Gulf War Program [American Enterprise Institute] [OA/ID 27009]
12/10/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with GM CEO Robert Stempel [OA/ID 27009]
12/12/91 VP Meetings - Dinner with Greek Prime Minister Mitsotakis [OA/ID 27009]
12/13/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Secretary Derwinski [OA/ID 27009]
12/17/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Thai Prime Minister Panyarachun [OA/ID 27009]
12/17/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Israeli Foreign Minister David Levy [OA/ID 27009]
12/19/91 VP Meetings - Meeting with Deputy Secretary Eagleburger on Former Soviet Union [OA/ID 27009]
12/30/91 VP Meetings - Speech Upon Return of Remains of Col. Higgins and William Buckley [OA/ID 27009]

[1992 Meetings]
1992 VP Meetings - Lunch with the President [OA/ID 27008]
1/6/92 VP Meetings - Retirement Ceremony for LTC Jeffrey McKitrick [OA/ID 27008]
1/13/92 VP Meetings - Telephone Call from Prime Minister Jugnauth, Mauritius [OA/ID 27008]
1/14/92 VP Meetings - Soviet Expert Meeting [OA/ID 27008]
1/16/92 VP Meetings - Armenian American Roundtable [OA/ID 27008]
1/22/92 VP Meetings – Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Watanabe [OA/ID 27008]
1/27/92 VP Meetings – Liu Jifu, Raymond Chow, and Marc Nuttle [OA/ID 27008]
1/27/92 VP Meetings – Ambassador Shoval [OA/ID 27008]
1/28/92 VP Meetings – Russian Parliament Chairman Lukin [OA/ID 27008]
1/30/92 VP Meetings – H. Mitsuzuka [OA/ID 27008]
1/31/92 VP Meetings – Members of U.S. Delegation to Wehrkunde Conference [OA/ID 27008]
1/31/92 VP Meetings – Paul Goble [OA/ID 27008]
1/31/92 VP Meetings [OA/ID 27008]
2/4/92 VP Meetings – Ambassador Carla Hills [OA/ID 27008]
2/12/92 VP Meetings – Photo Opportunity with Israeli Captain Arad's family [OA/ID 27008]
2/12/92 VP Meetings – Baltic-American Media Roundtable [OA/ID 27008]
2/13/92 VP Meetings – Turkish Prime Minister Demirel [OA/ID 27008]
2/20/92 VP Meetings – Indonesia Foreign Minister Alatas [OA/ID 27008]
2/20/92 VP Meetings – Departure Ceremony for Andy Riddle [OA/ID 27008]
2-20-92: Dinner for Prime Minister Bildt of Sweden, Residence, 8:00 Prime Minister [OA/ID 27008]
2/24/92 VP Meetings – El Salvador President Cristiani [OA/ID 27008]
2/27/92 VP Meetings – U.N. Secretary General Boutros-Ghali [OA/ID 27008]
3/2/92 VP Meetings – Address the VFW's 43rd Annual Conference [OA/ID 27008]
3/2/92 VP Meetings – Ambassador Murata [OA/ID 27008]
3/3/92 VP Meetings – Sir Percy Cradock [OA/ID 27008]
3/9/92 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Lincoln Bloomfield [OA/ID 27008]
3/13/92 VP Meetings – Sign Registry at Israeli Embassy to Express Condolences on Begin's death [OA/ID 27008]
3/17/92 VP Meetings – Visit to U.S.S. Ranger Address to Asian-American Community [OA/ID 27008]
3/20/92 VP Meetings – Photo Op with Barbara Poe [OA/ID 27008]
3/21/92 VP Meetings – German Chancellor Kohl [OA/ID 27008]
4/1/92 VP Meetings – Henry Kissinger [OA/ID 27008]
4/2/92 VP Meetings – President Felipe Gonzalez, Spain [OA/ID 27008]
4/2/92 VP Meetings – Ambassador Takakazu Kuriyama [OA/ID 27008]
4/7/92 VP Meetings – Minister of Defense Pawar, India [OA/ID 27008]
4/7/92 VP Meetings – Address to AIPAC Conference [OA/ID 27008]
4/9/92 VP Meetings – Karin Kullman-Five, Norway [OA/ID 27008]
4/9/92 VP Meetings – President Chamorro of Nicaragua [OA/ID 27008]
4/10/92 VP Meetings – Manfred Woerner – cancelled [OA/ID 27008]
4/13/92 VP Meetings – Polish Prime Minister Olszewski – Did Not Attend [OA/ID 27008]
4/14/92 VP Meetings – Prime Minister Olszewski [OA/ID 27008]
4/15/92 VP Meetings – Phra Kantisilo [OA/ID 27008]
4/21/92 VP Meetings – Corporate Leaders [OA/ID 27008]
4/22/92 VP Meetings – David Hale and Jim Auer [OA/ID 27008]
4/23/92 VP Meetings – Speech to National Tech. Initiative Conference [OA/ID 27008]
4/23/92 VP Meetings – Great Lakes Management Center [OA/ID 27008]
4/24/92 VP Meetings – USA-ROC Economic Council [OA/ID 27008]
4/26/92 VP Meetings – Address to Warsaw Ghetto 49th Anniversary [OA/ID 27008]
4/27/92 VP Meetings – Speech to the New York Council on Foreign Relations [OA/ID 27008]
4/29/92 VP Meetings – Farewell for Commander Brad Goetsch [OA/ID 27008]
4/29/92 VP Meetings – German President Richard von Weiszaecker [OA/ID 27008]
4/30/92 VP Meetings – Boutros Boutros-Ghali [OA/ID 27008]
5/1/92 VP Meetings – Kozo Watanabe [OA/ID 27008]
5/1/92 VP Meetings – Kanzo Tanigawa [OA/ID 27008]
5/5/92 VP Meetings – Honduran President Rafael Callejas [OA/ID 27008]
5/6/92 VP Meetings – Ukrainian President Kravchuk [OA/ID 27008]
5/7/92 VP Meetings – Secretary Brady, Ambassador Hills, and Deputy Secretary Eagleburger [OA/ID 27008]
5/8/92 VP Meetings – Japan Trip Briefing [OA/ID 27008]
5/21/92 VP Meetings – Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney [OA/ID 27008]
5/25/92 VP Meetings – Memorial Day Address [OA/ID 27008]
5/26/92 VP Meetings – Award/Farewell for Stewards Appel and Pascua [OA/ID 27008]
5/27/92 VP Meetings – Air Force Academy Commencement and Speech [OA/ID 27008]
5/28/92 VP Meetings – Yuri Petrov, Russian Chief of Staff [OA/ID 27008]
5/29/92 VP Meetings – Commissioning Ceremony of U.S. Navy Strategic Command Wing One [OA/ID 27008]
6/1/92 VP Meetings – Tom Twetton [OA/ID 27041]
6/2/92 VP Meetings – Pierre Lellouche [OA/ID 27041]
6/5/92 VP Meetings – Shin Kanemaru [OA/ID 27041]
6/8/92 VP Meetings – Prime Minister and Mrs. Major [OA/ID 27041]
6/12/92 VP Meetings – John Gordon [OA/ID 27041]
6/17/92 VP Meetings – President Boris Yeltsin [1] [OA/ID 27041]
6/17/92 VP Meetings – President Boris Yeltsin [2] [OA/ID 27041]
6/17/92 VP Meetings – President Boris Yeltsin [3] [OA/ID 27041]
6/25/92 VP Meetings – George Fisher [OA/ID 27041]
6/27/92 VP Meetings – Memorial Ceremony – Paderewski [OA/ID 27041]
6/30/92 VP Meetings – General John Galvin and Family [OA/ID 27041]
7/2/92 VP Meetings – Prime Minister Miyazawa [OA/ID 27041]
7/6/92 VP Meetings – Prime Minister Vagnorius of Lithuania [OA/ID 27041]
7/8/92 VP Meetings – Ambassador Henry Catto [OA/ID 27041]
7/9/92 VP Meetings – Zbigniew Brzezinski [OA/ID 27041]
8/13/92 VP Meetings – Prime Minister Rabin [OA/ID 27041]
7/29/92 VP Meetings – Award Ceremony for Colonel John Warden [OA/ID 27041]
8/4/92 VP Meetings – Richard Armitage [OA/ID 27041]
8/27/92 VP Meetings – Major Casmus’ Promotion [OA/ID 27041]
9/10/92 VP Meetings – Singapore Defense Minister Hong [OA/ID 27041]
9/17/92 VP Meetings – Dennis Ross [OA/ID 27041]
9/19/92 VP Meetings – Former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher [OA/ID 27041]
9/24/92 VP Meetings – Russian First Deputy Prime Minister Vladimir Shumeyko [OA/ID 27041]
11/16/92 VP Meetings – Reception Honoring President Bush, Recipient of Benjamin Franklin Award for Outstanding Diplomatic Service [OA/ID 27041]
11/24/92 VP Meetings – Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board [OA/ID 27041]
12/1/92 VP Meetings – Baron von Kleist [OA/ID 27041]
12/1/92 VP Meetings – Ambassador Zalmon Shoval [OA/ID 27041]
12/2/92 VP Meetings – Senator Kerry’s POW/MIA Delegation [OA/ID 27041]
12/4/92 VP Meetings – Retirement Ceremony for MSG Branscum [OA/ID 27041]
12/8/92 VP Meetings – Photo Op with WHCA [OA/ID 27041]
12/11/92 VP Meetings – Ambassador Saud Nasir Al-Sabah [OA/ID 27041]
1/5/93 VP Meetings – U.S.-Japan Manufacturing Technology Fellowship Kickoff [OA/ID 27041]
1/12/93 VP Meetings – Japan Ambassador Kuriyama [OA/ID 27041]
1/12/93 VP Meetings – Moto Shiina [OA/ID 27041]
Three Computer Disks Listing All Meetings with Foreign Visitors [OA/ID 27041]